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CEVP: Non-existent cost controls for the $7.5 billion IBR project
By Joe Cortright ⋮ 9-11 minutes ⋮ 2/7/2023

Oregon DOT has a history of enormous cost overruns, and just told the Oregon and Washington Legislatures
that the cost of the I-5 Bridge Replacement Program (IBR) had ballooned 54 percent, to as much as $7.5 billion.

To allay fears of poor management and further cost overruns, IBR officials testified they had completed a “Cost
Estimate Validation Process” (CEVP).  They assured legislators they had consulted independent subject matter
experts and assessed more than 100 risks.

But asked for copies of the CEVP under the public records law, agency officials reported “no records exist” of
the CEVP.

And the supposedly “nationally recognized” CEVP process has been around for more than a decade, was
judged inadequate and error-filled for the Columbia River Crossing, and failed to detect key cost and schedule
risks.

ODOT and WSDOT are more interested in deflecting criticism than in being accountable for—and correcting—
runaway project costs.

IBR, December 2022 Legislative Testimony:  “A CEVP was recently completed.”

IBR, January 2023 response to public records request for the CEVP:  “No records exist.”

The Oregon and Washington highway departments are pushing forward with something they call the “Interstate
Bridge Replacement Project.”  As we’ve pointed out at City Observatory, this project, which is actually a clone of
the Columbia River Crossing that died a decade ago, is really a 5 mile long freeway widening project.  And its
one whose cost has ballooned to as much as $7.5 billion, according to estimates revealed in December 2022.
This is part of a consistent pattern, the Oregon Department of Transportation has a long string of 100 percent
cost-overruns on its major projects.  Almost every large project the agency has undertaken in the past 20 years
has ended up costing at least double—and sometimes triple—ts original cost estimate.

While the agency wants to blame recent construction cost inflation for the increase, that’s simply wrong.  The
transportation agencies official projections of future construction price inflation show a negligible change from
2020 levels. Higher construction cost inflation accounts for only $300 million of a $2.7 billion cost increase over
their 2020 estimate.

Don’t Worry About Cost Overruns, We did a CEVP™!

At the December 12, 2022 meeting of the Joint Oregon-Washington I-5 bridge legislative oversight committee,
IBR administrators tried to buffer concerns about rising project costs by invoking a Cost Estimate Validation
Process  or “CEVP “process as a way to diagnose and prevent further cost escalation.
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IBR administrator Frank Green testified:

Its a process that enables us to identify costs . . .we also go through a process where we bring
subject matter experts to identify, on a program like this, what are some of the potential risks that
we may encounter as we’re moving through development of the program.

. . . as we produce our CEVP report and publish it, it will show the list of risks, well over a hundred,
that our team and our partners and our subject matter experts identified. It’s important to
understand that we also identified strategies, that we as a team and our partners can take to
minimize the potential impact of these risks.

Joint I-5 Committee Meeting, December 12, 2022 

This explanation of the Cost Estimate Validation Process was also posted to the IBR project website (emphasis
added):

A Cost Estimate Validation Process (CEVP) was recently completed to provide independent
review and validation of project cost and schedule estimates.

A CEVP is an estimation process that analyzes risks specific to the project to quantify the impacts
and possible mitigation strategies in seeking to limit the impacts of costs and or delays. Cost risks
identified for the IBR program are primarily tied to possible schedule delays, although market
uncertainties, changes during construction, and design modifications can all pose a risk to cost
escalation. Some specific risks identified in the CVEP include:
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 Possible legal challenges of program environmental process

 In-water work complexities during bridge construction

 Delay in state matching funds

“No Records Exist” of a current CEVP

Intrigued to learn more, City Observatory filed a public records request with WSDOT (one of IBR’s two parent
state agencies) asking for copies of the CEVP.  We were told that there were no written or electronic records
pertaining to the CEVP, and that none would be available before March of 2023—more than ninety days after
the IBR testified to the Legislature that the CEVP was “completed.”  Their official response to our request—”No
Records Exist”–is shown here:

At this point, there’s simply no evidence that WSDOT undertook any kind of analysis.  They just gravely intoned
the words “CEVP” and assured that this would insulate the project from future costs and risks.   If there’s no
documentation, no electronic files there’s simply nothing to substantiate that any kind of analysis was actually
performed.   It’s hard to see how such an insubstantial or poorly documented process   will do anything to
prevent or manage future cost overruns.

One has to believe that IBR, according to its own testimony, generated (and analyzed) a list of more than 100
risks, and reviewed them with subject matter experts, without creating a single document, electronic file or other
public record.
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Apparently, just as former President Donald Trump can declassify a document just by thinking about it, WSDOT
and ODOT can perform a CEVP without creating a single document or electronic file.  This strongly suggests
that the real purpose of a CEVP is to distract legislators, not identify or prevent budget or schedule risks.

Deja Vu All Over Again:  The CEVP has proven a failure at predicting or preventing cost-
overruns for this very project

Whether a CEVP actually exists as a tangible object or not is an open question. An equally important question is
whether a CEVP, if one existed, would do anything to accurately predict, or prevent further cost escalation and
schedule delays.   Unfortunately, the history of CEVP with exactly this project shows it did nothing to forestall
mistakes, delays and cost increases.

It’s too bad that none of today’s Oregon legislators were on hand the last time they were discussing a huge and
risky bridge over the Columbia River, because “CEVP!” is exactly what ODOT officials claimed would avoid cost
overruns, when they were asking for funding for the then $3 billon failed Columbia River Crossing (CRC) project
(which has been revived as the IBR).  Twelve years ago, in 2011, ODOT consultant and gubernatorial advisor
Patricia McCaig confidently told Oregon Legislators that they had a handle on project costs, because of
Washington’s CEVP process.

“There is a cost estimating validation process called CEVP from Washington, that is a nationally
known model that is applied to the Columbia River Crossing and we will spend as much time as you
as like to go through that with you.”

Hearing on HJM 22, House Transportation and Economic Development Committee, March 30, 2011

Despite these assurances that CEVP didn’t head off either delays or cost-overruns on the CRC.   An
Independent Review Panel for the CRC appointed by Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski and Washington
Governor Christine Gregoire found that there was a “significant risk” that CEVP “was not accurate enough” for
financial purposes, and that “the reliability of the final outputs for cost and schedule are seriously suspect.” 

And the panel’s warnings proved correct: Critically, the CEVP prepared for the Columbia River Crossing
completely failed to predict the schedule and cost risk from the project’s intentional—and ill-advised—decision
to ignore the Coast Guard’s direction about the appropriate height for the bridge.   In 2012, the Coast Guard
blocked the project’s record of decision, forcing a year-long delay as the project was re-designed to provide a
higher navigation clearance, a change delayed the project a year and added tens of millions of dollars to the
project’s cost.  The CEVP also failed to predict that the original design for the project, a so-called “open-web”
was unbuildable, and had to be scrapped, causing a year-long delay.

Then, as now, the vaunted “CEVP” exists primarily as a fig-leaf and a talking point to insulate the two DOTs
from criticism, and deflect attention from their consistent record of enormous cost-overruns.

In addition, an honest “cost estimate validation process” would reveal that the project is taking huge financial
risks by failing to advance either a moveable span or an immersed tube tunnel as full options in the
environmental review process.   By ignoring the National Environmental Policy Act’s requirements to fully and
fairly appraise such alternatives, it is IBR that is adding considerable cost and schedule risk to the project–an a
transparent attempt to force adoption of its preferred massive mega-project.
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